COBBLESTONE QUILT ...... 9-PATCH & SNOWBALL

Yardage:
Color A — 5/8 yard (12 blocks)
Color B — 3/4 yard (6 blocks)
Color C — 3/4 yard (17 snowball blocks — corners)
Background — 2 1/4 yards
Borders — 1/2 yard . . . . Binding — 1/2 yard

Snowball blocks:
Cut 5 9 1/2" background strips into 17 9 1/2" snowball blocks.
Cut 6 3 1/2" strips from Color C into 68 corner squares
Use quick-corner method to sew corner squares to snowballs.

Cut all remaining strips 3 1/2" wide by width of fabric:
  Color A - 5 strips
  Color B - 2 strips
  Background - 6 strips

Sew these strips into sets as pictured below; then cut the sets into 3 1/2" sections, which will be used to form the 9-patches.

Color A and Background:
Two sets (42" long)

Color B and Background:
One set (42" long)

One-half set (22" long)

To make Quick-Corners:
Mark line or fold diagonally across 3 1/2" square.
Line the square up with corner of block and sew exactly on the marked line. Open it up and check it. Trim 1/4" beyond seam on the dark fabric only, leaving the big square uncut, for precision.

Alternate rows of A and B with snowballs between them, as shown in quilt diagram above.

Add 2 1/2" borders to each side — quilt will then measure 50" x 68"